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Physiology of Safety

Brain Development

Rhythmic Patterning and Movement

Regulation of Stress Response

Neuroplasticity and Whole-Brain Integration

Te Whare Tapa Wha

Dyadic Relationships……Intersubjectivity and Attunement

Move from ‘Defensiveness’ to ‘Connection’

Build trusting relationships

“I am loveable”

Co-regulation of Emotions – “Name It To Tame It”

Access vulnerabilities to move beyond shame, through
‘storytelling’

Feel heard and understood…connection

Connect with the Core Essence of the Child

PACE

Play-based Learning

A ‘Dose of Nature’

Understand Attachment Styles

Connection before Correction
+ Relationship Repair

Organisation of emotional 
experiences and life story
Organisation of emotional 
experiences and life story

“I no longer need to be in charge 
of my own safety”

“I no longer need to be in charge 
of my own safety”

From ‘Behaviour to Heart’&
’Surviving to Thriving’

From ‘Behaviour to Heart’&
’Surviving to Thriving’

A ‘Bottom-Up’ approach to 
growth and healing

A ‘Bottom-Up’ approach to 
growth and healing

Joy and Peace

Mindfulness
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‘Bottom-Up’ Approach

“Toxic brew I’m marinating in…..
programmed to survive…..
becoming something different…
than who I started out to be….”

Michael Trout – Breaking Peaces
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Poor attachment between child and others

• I’m not safe.
• I’m not cared 

for.
• I’m scared.
• I’m unlovable.
• I’m ignored.
• I’m not valued.
• I’m alone.
• I’m bad.

• It’s a terrifying hostile world.
• People hurt you.
• Dangerous place.
• No one could ever love me.
• I am not important.
• There is no place for me.
• The world is dangerous. 
• The world is not okay.

VIEW OF SELF VIEW OF THE WORLD

Attachment Styles
Insecure-Avoidant 

Attachment

Child does not signal distress

Expressed Need

I will act like I want to 
explore even when I need 
comfort

I will not show my need for 
comfort and reassurance

Hidden Need

I will do it by myself

I fear my need of you

I will push you away

Ambivalent-Resistant 
Attachment

Child seeks connection

Expressed Need

I can’t trust in your availability, 
so I need you to attend to me 
all the time.

Hidden Need

I will not show my need to 
separate and explore.

I will pull you in and push you 
away to keep you noticing me.

Disorganised-Controlling 
Attachment

Extreme avoidant/ambivalent

Expressed Need

I will not need you

Needing you is dangerous

I must be in control

Hidden Need

I can’t explore the world

I can’t seek comfort

I am too busy keeping myself 
safe

Secure Attachment

Confident and settled

Expressed Need

Explores the world

Trusts others

Believes in self

Accepts comfort

Signals ‘hidden’ needs
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Blocked Trust = Self-Protection Strategies

Social 
Engagement

System

Social 
Monitoring 

System

Social Defence
System

(overactive)

TRUST MISTRUST

- Child can’t rely on attachment
figure so relies on self, detecting
threats and activating self-
protective strategies (particularly
sensitive to signs of rejection, anger
and neglect, and difficulty
‘accepting no’)

- Child can safely explore the world 
(secure base) and accept limits

(Model from Porges, 1995)
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Polyvagal Theory (Stephen Porges)

• Defensive behaviours are about SAFETY not 
CONTROL!

• The body is responding, not the child

• Neuroception = Body unconsciously perceives signals 
of safety or danger and responds accordingly

• The body needs to experience a ‘Felt Sense of 
Safety’ for the Social Engagement System/Ventral 
Vagus Nerve to be activated

Safety Signals

“Schools can function as an island of safety in a chaotic world” (van der Kolk)
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Find safety in the body….
“Traumatised people need to know that they can tolerate their sensations, befriend their 
inner experiences, and cultivate new action patterns” (Van der Kolk)

• Learn to have feelings without being ‘hijacked’ by them; supported by a curious, non-judgemental adult

• Recognise that each sensation experienced has a beginning, middle, and end; that these sensations are 
“residues of a terrible past and not unending threats to life today”

• Practice movement exercises to create an awareness of the body + connect with senses

• Cultivate awareness of the breath 
• Exhale activates Parasympathetic Nervous System

• Heart Rate Variability – lack of coherence between breathing and heart rate makes people vulnerable; train 
synchronization with handheld devices

• Joyful engagement and play!!!
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Intersubjectivity
• During interactions, I influence you and you influence me –

Reciprocity

• Sense of self is reflected in responses from the parent (primary; 
secondary = joint attention on people, events, objects)

• Attunement and Play

“I am Loveable”

(https://www.facebook.com/NVRnorthampton/videos/668521390228499/)

Teacher Has Incredible Handshakes With Each Student | 
ABC News - YouTube
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“The greatest hope for traumatized, abused and neglected children

is to receive a good education in schools where they are seen and

known, where they learn to regulate themselves and where they can

develop a sense of agency……schools can play a significant role in

instilling the resilience necessary to deal with the traumas of

neighbourhoods or families” (van der Kolk)

The Impact of Shame…..
• Develops at toddlerhood and is internal

• Leads to “I’m a bad person”

• Defence Activated: Lying, Blaming Others, Minimizing, Rage

• Push shame outwards because think it can’t be repaired due to lack of unconditional 
love, and trust, therefore don’t learn guilt (and empathy)

Help children build the courage to tell their story

Need to establish a sense of 
safety so they can connect 
with their vulnerabilities and 
move beyond shame
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From

‘FAST and FURIOUS’

To

‘SLOW and Curious’

Beneath every behaviour there is a feeling

Beneath each feeling is a need

When we meet that need, 

rather then focus on the behaviour

We begin to deal with the cause, not the symptom
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P.A.C.E.
“A child can best be understood by focusing not so much on the
behaviour that you can observe, but rather on the nature of the child’s
intentions that underlie the behaviour. The child’s intentions include the
thoughts, feelings, perceptions, and motives that are associated with the
resultant behaviour. Often these features of the child’s inner life are
associated with previous events that were traumatic and/or shameful.
Thus the meaning of the behaviour is often closely tied to the meaning of
those past events in the child’s mind. To ignore the child’s inner life, we
will have only the most superficial understanding of him. To encourage
the development and expression of his inner life we need to first make
him feel safe. If he knows that he will be judged negatively, his intentions
will remain hidden. To provide the experience of safety, a parent
(teacher) might well consider PACE.” (Hughes, D. 2006)

If I could do 
better…

….I would
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Open and Engaged: PACE
•Playfulness

•Acceptance

•Curiosity

•Empathy
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Hidden vs Expressed Needs
Expressed Need Hidden Need

Cuddles I need to know you are here for me & won’t’ abandon me 

Hitting/Property Damage I don’t know what to do right now

Fighting I need to prove I’m tough to  feel good about myself

I don’t want to do this/It’s I don’t feel safe doing this
boring

Won’t accept ‘no’ I feel like you don’t love me/care about me

Look at me Notice me, I need to know I’m important and valued

Controlling interactions I don’t feel safe if I’m not in control

Aggression/Anger Rejection/Sadness/Let down etc

Whole Brain Integration

Right (Emotions)                 Left (Cognition)

Downstairs                        Upstairs     

Implicit                          Explicit

Horizontal

Vertical

Memories

(Dan Siegal)
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Key elements of PACE:
• Stay Open and Engaged (creates a shift from ‘defensive’ stance)

• Connection before Correction

• Be present with the child in their emotion; validate it and have EMPATHY for their experience
• ATTUNEMENT is key!

• Match the AFFECT i.e. same intensity, rhythm and pitch (but without the emotion), as well as facial expressions, 
gesture and posture

• Give the child their VOICE; give them the language to express what they are feeling
• Peel back the layers and tell a STORY (this is based on understanding the hidden needs)
• ‘Talking For’ and ‘Talking About’

Builds TRUST; makes SENSE of behaviour and emotional experiences; alleviates SHAME

PACE Examples…..

• Peer Conflict (p.107)

• Aggression (p.61)

• Correction (p.134)

• Stealing (p.104)

• Avoidance (p.73)

Remember Attunement
+ Talking For/About
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Multiple School Project
• Reps from 3-5 schools participated in online sessions twice per term

• Safe space to practice using PACE and reflect on challenges and successes; learn 
from each other

• Essential to have senior management support and to embed throughout school 
culture; need to have regular staff meetings to discuss and practice using PACE

• Connections and relationships are at the heart of everything; it can take a long time to 
build trust and there is a solid argument for children remaining with the same teacher 
for more than a year

Further findings….

• Each school needs a therapeutic classroom where this model can be implemented 
more fully on a deeper level

• PACE provides a framework for knowing how to respond to behaviour, as well as 
specific techniques that are helpful, such as ‘Talking About and Talking For,’ as well as 
doing lots of ‘wondering.’

• PACE supports the young person to remain in better connection with the adult, even 
during states of emotional dysregulation, and they also tend to return to a regulated
state more quickly.
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Some PACE examples….
• Asked to play outside; became defiant and pulled fingers: CURIOSITY

• Difficulty regulating arousal after play whilst others settled into work; defiant behaviour: 
EMPATHY

• Teasing others for their ability at Turbo Touch: CURIOSITY/ACCEPTANCE

• Avoidance of school work: distracting other students (e.g. kicking them, making facials, 
following them around): CURIOSITY/ACCEPTANCE

• Excited to go on an outing; unable to settle to work: Playfulness/Empathy

Time

Understanding

Connection

Compassion

Support

Relationships

Accepting

Trust
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Empathy and ‘storytelling’

‘Two Hands’

Attunement

Use empathy to communicate your 
understanding and sympathy for how the 

child is feeling

Relationship Repair

Help the child to know they are still 
loved and cared for. The relationship is 

stronger than this episode

Discipline: Reflect & Redirect
Remain calm, warm & sympathetic, whilst being 

clear about the boundaries; avoid anger

Hand 1: 
Warmth and nurture
Appropriate autonomy
Curiosity about 
experience

Hand 2:
Structure 
Boundaries
Natural 
consequences

When building relationships and boundaries have to be done at the same time, children struggle with the 
boundaries, as it is built on a foundation of mistrust rather than trust 

“Yes….and….”
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Stand Downs with 
PACE

• Maintain connection with the student

• Help them to understand the need for a break from 
school, without shaming them

• Ensure they know the relationship remains strong

Example……

(incl. having to leave the classroom/playground)

The Relational Approach…
• Understand the child’s STORY and be committed to their HEALING journey

• Build TRUSTING RELATIONSHIPS, that make the child feel VALUED AND VALIDATED

• Know that it’s a BRAIN issue, not a behaviour issue and understand the child’s DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

• Be looking for the NEED BENEATH THE BEHAVIOUR

• Implement CONNECTION before correction and facilitate CO-REGULATION

• Respond to behaviour in a NON-JUDGEMENTAL and CURIOUS way (PACE)

• Remain OPEN AND ENGAGED

• Be TRAUMA-AWARE and know that this approach is EVIDENCE-BASED

• Keep digging for the GOLD!!! 
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But sometimes…..
our own stuff comes up!

Mindfulness
• In order to stay open and engaged, we need to be aware of our own emotional responses to 

the child’s stress

• Mindfulness of Thoughts

• Mindfulness of Emotions 

• Valued Direction 

• “The actual practice of mindfulness involves moment to moment awareness of what is happening 
now, both internally and externally. Internally we become more aware of our body and mind, 
while externally we begin to broaden our field of awareness so that we actually take in the 
external environment as well, leading to a sense of spaciousness, alertness and stillness”
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Blocked Care/Teaching
• It is very difficult to care for a child when it feels like there is nothing in return – ‘a job with 

no pleasure;’ the functioning of the caregiving systems in the brain become suppressed

1) Approach: Less oxytocin released so harder to be open and engaged (avoid rather than 
approach)

2) Reward: Enjoyable interactions release dopamine; when there is no reciprocal process, there is 
less dopamine (pleasure)

3) Child reading: High levels of stress reduce the empathy needed to understand the child’s 
feelings and needs; focus is placed on changing behaviour

4) Meaning Making: Under stress, negative narratives about the child/self are dominant and 
increase defensive styles

5) Executive System: Under stress, it’s more difficult to regulate emotions and maintain a caring 
state of mind

Self Compassion Self Care and Support are of vital importance!!!

Relationship Repair
• There will always be breaks in a relationship, BUT it’s important these breaks are 

repaired so that…..

• The attachment relationship creates and maintains safety for the child; they see the 
commitment to the relationship and start to believe that it will survive

STEPS:

1) Identify that there’s a break (first sign is often non-verbal)

2) Identify the cause of the break; explore the meaning

3) Accept differing experiences; avoid lectures

4) Focus on maintaining the relationship; it is separate to the behaviour

5) Problem solving can be explored; through mutual understanding, apologies can be 
made

Example…..
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Jim Sporleder –
Lincoln High school, Washington

• “That really blew up my 28-year philosophy that all kids can learn. I always believed that behavior was 
a choice. It was always being able to help kids get over the hump and be responsible for their 
actions versus excusing it” 

• “That day for me was a complete realization that my discipline wasn’t teaching, it was still punishing. 
That was what drove the transformation in me” 

• “You would see me moving away from reacting to the behavior and telling the student what the 
consequence was…..I began asking students what was going on and they would respond.” 

• “Kids were starting to tell me what was going on in their lives and in my head, I was thinking ‘How the 
heck did they make it to school today!.......Before, I missed that entire opportunity.”

(https://www.acesconnection.com/blog/webinar-blog-trauma-informed-schools-a-conversation-with-jim-sporleder)

More from Jim……
“We learned from the research that it only took one caring adult to have an impact on a 
student’s life path……and then we learned that the first step was we had to drop our personal 
mirror; the behavior wasn’t about us,”

Teachers took a deep look inward: How were they being triggered by students’ behaviors and 
how did that impact the students when they were triggered?

A kid who was triggered needed time to calm down from the grip of a triggered stress response

Staff could figure out what was going on behind the behavior, which led to building stronger 
relationships between students and teachers.

Once Jim had his personal mind-shift there was no turning back.
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Jim’s 5 Steps
Concept Mantra Strategy

The stress is coming from 
outside of school

Allow students to de-
escalate before trying to 
problem solve

It’s never about the 
issue at hand, it goes 
much deeper

It’s a brain issue, not a
behavioral issue

Discipline is to teach,
not to punish

It’s not about me

Problem solving and solutions 
can’t be worked through while 
“in the moment.”

What’s really driving this 
student’s behavior? 

My job is to help this 
student regulate, not 
simply behave

Discipline should happen 
through the context of 
relationship

Drop your personal mirror

Designate a quiet place(s)
where students can feel 
safe to de-escalate

Be the one who listens and
values the student’s voice...
ask how you can help

Incorporate regulatory activities
into the classroom; support 
students to learn how to self-
regulate

Use consequences that keep 
student in school with caring 
adult

‘Attachment Aware’ Schools
• Help the child to feel understood and cared about

• Children are often scared of their emotions so by saying, “I can see how you feel that 
way”, they learn to process their emotions

• Key elements = Non-judgemental, Empathetic, Caring

• Enable children to become better learners

• Teach children coping skills for life (incorporate mindfulness skills)

• Build self-esteem

• Move from ‘behaviour’ to ‘HEART’
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Self-care

Influencing the world positively

Connection Promotes Thriving
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Manaakitia a tatou tamariki Take care of our children 

Manaakitia nga mea ka rongo Take  care of what they hear

Manaakitia nga mea ka kitea Take care of what they see

Manaakitia nga mea ka aria Take care of what they feel

Ko te tupuria o nga tamariki For how the children grow

Ara, ko te kanohi o Aotearoa So will be the shape of Aotearoa

(Dame Whina Cooper)
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